From Chaos to Cosmos:
Sacred Space in Genesis
By Don 1\lich.1d I Judson

,md the l'ro{c111e came the inau·
\'vith the appec1r.111cc of i\!1rcca E!tadc's The
guution of
and
qucstionrng the preeminence of scholarly attcn·
tion given to ··time« to rhc virttul exclusion of nspacc.,' Eliade unlike many scholars up
the concept of siuce on an equal
with time; »time, was the
to his
to
category that seemed to ,1rrest the energies of scholars ,1s they
Accordingly, time ,1s ,1 major hermcncutical sup·
issues of history, memory, and
inter·
position ,1ssurncd the priority of »diachronic, reading of the text; the
prctivc task has been twofold, recovering the original situation of the text and determining
,l history of the cvolution and transmission of the text.2 Larry Shiner, in his discussion of
begins with the following critique of time's exclusiveness,
In almost every period Western intellectual life has been preoccupied with the prob·
!cm of time and hisrory. In the past fifty years this preoccupation has become an
obsession, especially in literature .111d theology. Like most obsessions it has tended
ro numb our perception for other realms of experience.'
I, along with other authors '.Eliade, Kliever, etc.), do not contend that »rime·• has
been exhausted or th.u it is no longer pertinent to religious and philosophical studies, nor
The Sacred and the Profane (1959), 20-67. Note a few of the academic efforts since
Eliade's book punctuated the concept of »space. « Lonnie Kliever, »Story and Space:
The Forgotten Dimension«, JAAR 45 (1977), 529-63; Larry E. Shiner, "Sacred Space,
Profane Space, Human Space«, JAAR 60:4 (Dec. 1972), 425- 36; Robert Detweiler,
»Sacred Texts/Sacred Space« In Breaking the Fall: Religious Readings of Contemporary
Fiction (1989), 122-58; L. Shannon Jung »Spatiality, Relativism, and Authority«,
JAAR 50:2 215-35; Jon,nhan Z. Smith »The Influence of Symbols Upon Social
Change: A Place on W hich to Stand«, Worship 44 (1970), 457-74. Also note some of
the more important treatments on this topic of space, Gaston Bachclard, The Poetics
of Space (1964); Robert Ardray, The Territorial Imperative (1966); Eugene Minkowski,
Lived Time: Phenomenological and l'sychopathological Studies (1970); and Gerhardus
Van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence and Manifestation (! 963).
John J. Collins, »The Meaning of Sacrifice«, BR 22 (1976), 19-34. Collins offers an
excellent critique of the subjectivity of the »diachronic,, method of interpreting and
offers as an alternative a »synchronic« method based on the presuppositions of struc·
rural anthropology in the tradition of Levi-Strauss.
1 ,,sacred Space«, 425. Kliever's assessment is also pertinent, ><Time became the exclusive
home of subjectivity while space became the domain of
533.
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\l(ie will begin our treatment of s,JCred space and its relevance to the Cenesis cosmo1,;
ony with a renewed discussion of tvlircea Eli,1dc's conception of sacred space, Then, utili1ing ,1 synthesis of Eliade's understanding, l propose that sacred space as a philosophical
and theological construct offers difference, orientation, and communication to a postmod
ern age characterized by nihilism and disorient,1tion, Furthermore, the creation account as
portrayed in Cen l 3 recounts ,1 Cod who breaks into a chaotic, profane world to provide
sacred space within the created order ,rnd more importantly within humanity by virtue of
the divine image, The reversal of this created order enters human exisrence at the point
the injunction not to eat of the sacred tree, This profana
where man ,rnd wom,rn
tion then, according to the Ccnesis account, le,1ds to humanity desacrilizing sacred space
resulting in the obliteration of difference, orientation, ,111d commtmicuion evidenced in
sacred space as
modern times by such ideologies as racism and sexism,
existence,
stipulated in (;en presents wholeness and meaning to
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